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International Energy Week (formerly International Petroleum Week) will take place this week in London. 
Bloomberg’s Alex Longley and Grant Smith suggest the hottest topic will be whether oil prices are 
gearing up for a major rally.1 Other writers will pen the same story. Those in the oil industry and the 
analysts who follow it are very optimistic today. 

Missing from all the talks and presentations, though, will be any discussion of the coming inventory 
liquidation. While major stock reductions are in the offing, they are not anticipated by the industry or its 
followers because the cause—the psychological effect of market interventions by International Energy 
Agency countries—has been ignored for thirty years. In the months ahead, those who cover oil will be 
shocked as commercial firms make radical inventory cuts. These cuts could depress prices by twenty to 
forty percent from current levels unless OPEC reacts by decreasing its production substantially. 

The looming liquidation will come as a shock because most who trade oil, manage oil companies, lead 
trading companies, or write on the subject have not studied the economics of inventory behavior. For 
example, one of the more frequently quoted commentators on oil, RBC Capital’s Helima Croft, has a 
Ph.D. in history from Princeton. While Croft is very smart, she almost certainly has not read Storage and 
Commodity Markets by Professors Jeffrey C. Williams and Brian D Wright. 

Using extensive data and complicated mathematics, Williams and Wright show that the existence of 
strategic commodity inventories can cause private companies to reduce stocks. In an early paper I 
commissioned, they showed that private oil inventories might decline by a third of a barrel for every 
barrel added to strategic reserves. 

Williams-Wright completed their study in 1990. Little has been written since. Over time, the 
“displacement” impact of strategic stocks withered because governments refused to dip into them when 
prices rose following crises such as Libya’s 2011 collapse. In the past, most traders and oil companies 
likely determined the amounts of oil they would hold based on their internal needs. At times, the 
presence of low interest rates would encourage firms to boost stocks if supplies were in question. 

The 2022 decision to release substantial volumes from strategic oil stocks, combined with the central 
banks’ aggressive interest rate hikes, has altered how firms view and manage inventories. A year ago, a 
trader or oil company would calculate the incremental cost of storing an additional barrel for three 
months to be less than $0.10 per barrel. Banks were also eager to lend. Today, the per-barrel storage 
cost exceeds $1 thanks to the Federal Reserve and European Central Bank, and lenders are scrutinizing 
credit requests. Soon, the storage cost could exceed $1.50 per barrel. Both factors discourage stock 
accumulation. 

 
1 Alex Longley and Grant Smith, “London’s Oil Party Week Is Back With Talk of a Coming Rally,” Bloomberg, 
February 26, 2023 [https://tinyurl.com/bdh8rzr5]. 
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In addition, before 2022, most firms believed they were on their own and would need to pay the piper 
for oil supplies in a disruption. Today, these firms understand that government stocks are available to 
moderate supply interruptions and so will cut discretionary stocks. 

Under current circumstances, the previous sales and divestitures of refining assets by the integrated 
companies could result in a very large liquidation. Williams and Wright wrote about the behavior of an 
integrated industry in 1980. At that time, the oil inventories held by most companies came from their 
own wells. Little cash passed from buyers to sellers as the crude moved into tanks. Now, things are 
much different. Most refineries are not owned by crude producers and thus refiners must pay cash for 
oil added to stocks. Look for these firms to hold off from buying crude. 

Given the change in industry structure and the willingness of governments to step in to meet shortages, 
we must expect to see commercial stocks decline sharply. The great inventory liquidation has begun. Do 
not be surprised if global commercial stocks are down by four hundred million barrels by the end of 
2023. 


